
30MHz Mother



Meet the starting point of your smart sensor 
network
The 30MHz Sensor Toolkit is simple, powerful and ready to deploy. 
Go beyond manual measurements or end-of-day reports. Track your 
environment with alerts and analytics in real-time and add any number 
of sensors to make your business more productive, sustainable and 
cost-effective. 



30MHz Sensor Toolkit
Wireless sensor hardware, ZENSIE software and the secure cloud 
helping you make the most informed decisions for your business 

Any Sensor

capturing data from any sensor, 

whether it’s from 30MHz or a third 

party

30MHz Mother

ties internet to an extensible mesh

network, so you can add sensors and 

grow your network at your pace

ZENSIE dashboard

brings deep analytics, alerts and 

visualizations through a user-friendly 

customizable interface on any device



A network your business can rely on
We know that you need information on your environment at all times, downtime is not 
an option. Our cloud infrastructure is built to guarantee you get your data 
uninterrupted.

Your mesh network is:

• Resilient to disruption. We’ve made sure all nodes are equal, so no technical 
difficulty can bring down the network. A local sensor problem can be solved 
while the rest of the network continues transmitting data unaffected.

• Adjustable to your needs. When working with XBee and DigiMesh, 30MHz can 
offer customers the ability to put sensors to sleep, saving energy when not in 
use.

• Stronger as it grows. In a mesh network, sensors act as routers. So the more 
sensors you connect, the stronger the signal between them. Strengthen your 
network and cover longer distances with every sensor you add. 



Features and Specifications 

30MHz Mother

Radio frequency range

863MHz - 870MHz

Indoor/urban range

Up to 112m with a 2.1 dBi antenna, up to 14m with a PCB embedded antenna

Outdoor RF line-of-sight range

Up to 8.4 km with a 2.1 dBi antenna, up to 0.64 km with a PCB embedded antenna

Power supply  

Power plug / PoE (Power over Ethernet)   

   

Operating device limits  

Temperature: -40 - 85°C                  

Ingress protection

IP65



What would you measure?

Let’s talk. contact@30MHz.com

www.30MHz.com
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